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Many pathogens have evolved to assume an intracellular
mode of infection for their growth and replication;
however, several intracellular antipathogen responses
potentially prevent the growth of pathogens, or sometimes
these responses lead to the elimination of intracellular
pathogens. Recent studies have reported that molecules
localized in organelle regulate these antipathogen
responses, and intracellular pathogens induce the dynamic
rearrangement of organelles to modify or sometimes
neutralize its functions for their eﬀicient growth.
Furthermore, some bacteria modify autophagic machinery
to disable the antibacterial response of the cell, and viruses
damage mitochondrial proteins involved in innate immune
signaling to neutralize antiviral responses.
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This Special Issue focuses on organellar rearrangement
resulting from the competitive survival of intracellular
parasites and to understand the molecular mechanisms
underlying the development of novel antipathogen
strategies.
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The International Journal of Molecular Sciences (IJMS,
ISSN 1422-0067) is an open access journal, which was
established in 2000. The journal aims to provide a forum
for scholarly research on a range of topics, including
biochemistry, molecular and cell biology, molecular
biophysics, molecular medicine, and all aspects of
molecular research in chemistry. IJMS publishes both
original research and review articles, and regularly
publishes special issues to highlight advances at the
cutting edge of research. We invite you to read recent
articles published in IJMS and consider publishing your
next paper with us.
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